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Nomenclature

All quantities are nondimensionalized by the rotor blade
chord, and/or the freestream speed of sound, unless

otherwise noted.

A,B,C

a0

c

C

dB

E,F,G

e

Ht

i,j,k

J

Mtip

P

P

Q

QL, QR

Jacobian matrices

Vortex core radius, nondimensional

Chord of rotor blade (in.)

Chord of the vortex generator (in.)

Decibels

Inviscid flux vectors

Total energy per unit volume

Total enthalpy

Integer coordinate directions

Transformation Jacobian

Hover tip Mach number

Static pressure, nondimensionalized by

dynamic pressure

Newton sub-iteration number

Vector of conserved quantities

Left and right hand conserved quantity
variables

Radial distance from the vortex center,

nondimensional

t,

U_

U,V,W

U, V, W

x,y,z

Zv

O_v

£

K

P

Y

l.t

_,n,;

O

f2

Time (sec)

Freestream velocity (ft/s)

Contravariant velocities

Velocity components in physical space

Physical space coordinates

Separation distance between vortex and
rotor, nondimensional

Angle of attack (deg)

Angle of attack of vortex generator

(deg)

Small constant (~ 10 -6)

Vortex strength, nondimensional,
( F = F/UooC)

Parameter controlling order of scheme

Density

Ratio of specific heats

Advance ratio

Transformed curvilinear coordinates

Spectral radius

Time, nondimensional

Angular velocity of rotor blade (rpm)

Azimuth angle (deg)
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Helicopter Blade-Vortex Interaction Noise

with Comparisons to CFD Calculations

MEGAN S MCCLUER

Ames Research Center

Summary

A comparison of experimental acoustics data and

computational predictions was performed for a helicopter
rotor blade interacting with a parallel vortex. The experi-

ment was designed to examine the aerodynamics and

acoustics of parallel blade-vortex interaction (BVI) and

was performed in the Ames Research Center (ARC)
80- by 120-Foot Subsonic Wind Tunnel. An indepen-

dently generated vortex interacted with a small-scale,

nonlifting helicopter rotor at the 180 deg azimuth angle
to create the interaction in a controlled environment.

Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) was used to

calculate near-field pressure time histories. The CFD
code, called Transonic Unsteady Rotor Navier-Stokes

(TURNS), was used to make comparisons with the

acoustic pressure measurement at two microphone
locations and several test conditions. The test conditions

examined included hover tip Mach numbers of 0.6 and

0.7, advance ratio of 0.2, positive and negative vortex

rotation, and the vortex passing above and below the rotor

blade by 0.25 rotor chords. The results show that the CFD

qualitatively predicts the acoustic characteristics very

well, but quantitatively overpredicts the peak-to-peak

sound pressure level by 15 percent in most cases. There

also exists a discrepancy in the phasing (about 4 deg) of
the BVI event in some cases. Additional calculations

were performed to examine the effects of vortex strength,
thickness, time accuracy, and directionality. This study

validates the TURNS code for prediction of near-field

acoustic pressures of controlled parallel BVI.

1 Introduction

Rotorcraft have been consistently designed with

performance and productivity as driving goals, and
external acoustics has not previously been a primary

concern. The result has typically been well-performing

and productive aircraft, yet with high and sometimes
excessive noise levels. Community concern of noise

pollution and military concern of detectability have
motivated Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) and

military certification authorities to require significant
reductions in noise levels. In response, rigorous research

into rotorcrafl acoustics has been initiated to better under-

stand the noise sources of rotary-wing aircraft. If the

sources of noise generated by helicopters can be suffi-

ciently understood, then computational models may be

developed with the ultimate goal to allow engineers to

predict noise and take steps to minimize obtrusive noise

early in the design process.

Currently, many different types of computational models

are still being refined, and comparisons with experimental

data are necessary to ensure that the predicted acoustics is

accurate. This type of comparison (comparing a computa-
tional model with measured data), is the primary subject

of this paper.

A wind tunnel test was performed that was specifically

designed to acquire helicopter rotor acoustics data suitable

for comparison with computational codes. This study

will discuss the experiment and the procedures that were

used to acquire, process, and analyze the experimental
acoustics data in the near-field. The experimental results

of eight test cases are presented. An existing Euleff
Navier-Stokes code, described in section 3, was used to

perform calculations that simulated the experiment. The

calculated results were processed and compared to the
measured results from the wind tunnel experiment.

Additional data were extracted from the computations to

study various phenomena, such as the tendency for blade-
vortex interaction (BVI) noise to propagate in a specific

direction.

This introductory section discusses helicopter main rotor

noise sources, and explains why BVI noise is the main

subject of this study.

1.1 Rotorcraft Aeroacoustics

The aerodynamic environment of helicopter rotor blades

is extremely complicated due to the combination of
rotation of the blades and the translation of the helicopter.

This is further complicated by the main rotor wake inter-

acting with the fuselage and tail. These various unsteady

aerodynamic interactions, as well as the transmission,

engine and tail rotor, all generate noise. Figure 1.1 illus-

trates typical aerodynamic interactions that can occur
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Figure 1.1 Examples of aerodynamic interactions of a

helicopter that are possible noise sources.

on a helicopter. The far-field acoustic signature of a heli-

copter is mostly dominated by the changing aerodynamic
environment of the main rotor blades.

Main rotor aeroacoustic phenomena are generally

classified into four main types; broadband noise, rota-

tional noise, high speed impulsive noise, and BVI noise.

When BVI noise occurs, it is highly impulsive and

generally dominates the other sources of noise. Before

discussing BVI noise, it is helpful to understand the other
sources of noise.

1.1.1 Broadband noise- Broadband noise is sound

produced by random fluctuations of the forces on the
blades and is evident throughout a wide range of fre-

quencies. This is noise generated by a turbulent flow

environment, which is caused by turbulence in the

ambient atmosphere and the turbulent wakes of preceding

rotor blades. The unsteady loading on the blades due to

these interactions, which are randomly distributed in time

and location, produces a continual addition of sound
power to the time history, and has no distinct frequencies

dominating the spectrum. The sound energy is distributed

over a substantial portion of the spectrum, from about

150 to 1000 Hz (ref. I). Broadband noise is usually

significantly lower in amplitude than the other noise

sources, which are described below.

1.1.2 Rotational noise- Rotational noise is sound created

by the rotor blades exerting a force on the air, such as

when the blades are generating lift. The steady and

varying loads on the rotor blades, as they rotate around

the azimuth, creates this low frequency noise source. The

loading noise due to the harmonic blade airloads dominate

the rotational noise at low rotor blade tip Mach numbers

(Mtip < 0.5 to 0.7) (ref. 2). Lift and drag forces contribute
to noise directed out-of-plane and in-plane of the rotor,

respectively. [In general, steady forces on a rotating blade

(lift and drag) radiate in a dipole nature. Steady thickness

sources are monopole and stresses in the fluid are

quadropole in nature.]

Since low frequencies propagate well in air, rotational
noise can make rotorcraft detectable from long distances.

Rotational noise can also be a source of vibration and

acoustically induced structural fatigue on the vehicle. The

time history of isolated rotational noise shows smooth

rolling humps at the blade passage frequency. The sound

power spectrum has peaks at the rotational frequency and

higher harmonics. Figure 1.2 is a frequency spectrum of a

typical helicopter far-field noise signature. It can be seen

that the main rotor rotational frequency and its harmonics

dominate the sound energy. The spectrum can vary

greatly with the rotor geometry and operational conditions
because the aerodynamic flowfield is affected by these

parameters.
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Figure 1.2 The frequency spectrum of a typical helicopter

far-field noise signal (ret 2).

1.1.3 Thickness effects-An aerodynamic disturbance

(monopole) is created when a rotor blade passes through

and displaces the air. This is often referred to as thickness

noise, since its magnitude is dependent on the thickness

of the rotor blade. The aerodynamic disturbances due to

blade thickness generally propagate in the plane of the

rotor and in this study the effects were seen at the micro-

phones only when the rotor blade passed closest to them.

(That is, the maximum sound pressure due to thickness

effects recorded by a microphone occurred in phase with

the blade passage over the microphone.) In this report,

the calculated near-field pressure changes due to these

aerodynamic disturbances are often referred to as thick-
ness effects, and will be discussed in more detail in
section 4.3.

1.1.4 High speed impulsive noise- When a rotor blade

travels fast enough, shock waves can occur on the blade

tips, which creates high speed impulsive (HSI) noise. HSI

noise is the abrupt sound generated by highly localized

aerodynamic events (quadrapole) on the rotor blade
caused by the shock waves and therefore is also related

to the thickness of the blade. HSI noise is generally

associated with large, sharp, negative pressure peaks in
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Figure 1.3 Schematic comparing general amplitude and
wave shapes for thickness effects and HSI noise.

the time history and tends to propagate in the plane of the
rotor (ref. 3). Figure 1.3 is a theoretical plot of sound

pressure level (SPL) versus time. This figure compares
the basic amplitude and wave shape of thickness effects
and HSI noise.

HSI noise is generally an issue for "older" helicopters,
such as the two-bladed Bell Huey UH-1H, used since the

1960s. (A two-bladed rotor typically has to operate with

a higher tip Mach number than helicopters with more

blades.) The Huey was designed before engineers fully
understood the role of shock waves in noise generation.

Significant pro_ess has been made to reduce HSI noise

by designing rotors that have thinner airfoils at the blade
tip, and rotors that can operate at lower tip Mach numbers.

Blade tip sweep is also used to reduce the effective tip
Mach number to alleviate HSI noise, such as on the S-76

rotor (ref. 4).

1.2.5 BVI noise- BVI noise is a very high amplitude

impulsive sound, usually dominating other rotorcraft
noise when it occurs. When a helicopter operates in

certain low speed, descent flight conditions, the upwash
tends to convect the rotor wake (and the trailed blade tip

vortices) into and above the rotor disk plane. Over certain

parts of the disk the blades can pass close to the trailed

tip vortex causing strong BVIs. The rapid variation in
induced velocity associated with the tip vortex causes

large, time varying fluctuations in loading on the leading
edge region of the blade (dipoles), which generates the

impulsive sound. Figure 1.4 illustrates how descending

flight conditions generally create BVI.

Unlike HSI noise, which is known to propagate mostly in

the plane of the rotor, BVI noise propagates out-of-plane,

usually forward and down at about a 30 to 40 deg angle

(ref. 3). This makes the noise more audible to an observer

on the ground as a helicopter approaches to land. BVI
conditions can also occur with tandem rotors, where under

certain flight conditions, the tip vortices trailed from the
front rotor can interact with the blades of the aft rotor

(ref. 3).

V_

Rotor Disk
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Wake

Boundary _

Level Flight

Moo

7
--%--
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Figure 1.4 Flightpath effects on BVI noise.

A rotor blade can intersect a trailing vortex at different

angles (from the vortex being perpendicular to the blade

to nearly parallel), depending on the blade's azimuth

position and the vortex age. The most prominent BVI

event is one where the trailing vortex is nearly parallel to

the blade, usually occurring near azimuth angles of 70 to

80 deg. Parallel BVI is known to be the strongest and

most important event for acoustics because of the brief
and dramatic changes the blade experiences along its

entire span as it travels through the vortex flowfield

(ref. 5). Figure 1.5 is a schematic of a parallel BVI. The

helicopter is in forward flight (the rotor turning counter-
clockwise as viewed from above) and the preceding blade

has generated a tip vortex that a following blade will
intersect.

BVI can be identified in the time history of an acoustic

pressure trace by sharp positive or negative pressure

pulses, depending on the rotational sense of the vortex.
When a blade approaches (in a parallel manner) a

clockwise-rotating vortex, the vortex first induces a

negative angle of attack on the blade, followed shortly

after by a positive angle. The top left of figure 1.6 is a
schematic of a clockwise vortex and the approaching

blade. The first plot illustrates the change in angle of

attack the blade experiences as a result of the interaction
with the vortex. This affects the lift on the blade, shown in

the middle plot. The time rate of change of lift is related

to the pressure propagated to an observer, as qualitatively
shown in the lower plot. The figure and plots on the left

(clockwise vortex rotation) are typical of advancing side

BVI, where as the fight hand figure and plots (counter-

clockwise vortex rotation) are typical of retreating side

BVI. The lower of these plots characterize typical BVI
noise time histories.
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Figure 1.5 Schematic of parallel BVl on a helicopter.

The strength and acoustical importance of a typical BVI is

governed by several parameters, such as; 1) local strength

of the tip vortex, 2) induced velocity field and core size of

the tip vortex, 3) local interaction angle between the blade

and the axis of the vortex, 4) vertical separation distance
between the vortex and the blade, and 5) local Mach

number at the interaction (ref. 3).

1.2 Previous Work in BVI Acoustics

There has been extensive research, both experimental and

computational, in the area of rotorcraft acoustics. The

complexity of rotor aerodynamics and aeroacoustics
have made isolating and modeling the BVI problem a

challenging endeavor. One of the most difficult tasks in
l rotorcraft acoustics is to measure the radiated noise

0
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Figure 1.6. Example of the source of BVI noise.

under carefully controlled conditions. Since the problem

is intrinsically linked to the rotor wake, it is generally

acknowledged that more detailed information on the

trajectory and structure of the trailed tip vortices is also
required before accurate predictions of BVI noise can be
made.

1.2.1 Previous experimental BVI studies- The study of

BVI noise began with the work of Leverton and Taylor

(ref. 6) when community annoyance and aircraft detection

started to become a concern. Since then, efforts to under-

stand BVI experimentally have been made through flight

testing, full- and model-scale wind tunnel testing, and

tests using a "free vortex," which will be described below.

One example of flight testing done specifically to study

BVI noise were the investigations performed by Schmitz

and Boxweil (refs. 7 and 8). These authors obtained noise

measurements generated by a Bell UH-1H in BVI flight

conditions by flying in formation with a "quiet" aircraft

designed specifically as an acoustic acquisition platform.

The investigation studied the scalability of small-scale
BVI to full-scale wind tunnel data, and the differences in
BVI noise due to different main rotor blade sets. The

studies showed the feasibility of scaling BVI noise

(for advance ratios less than 0.2), and that blade tip
modifications had only a slight attenuation of BVI noise

(ref. 3).



Oneexampleofafull-scalewind-tunneltestspecifically
designedtostudyBVIwasthatofSignoretal.(ref.9).
Acousticmeasurementsgeneratedbyafull-scale
BO105helicopterwereacquiredintheNationalFull
ScaleAerodynamicsComplex(NFAC)atAmesResearch
Center(ARC).TheseinvestigationscomparedBVInoise
acquiredinthewindtunneltodatatakenin-flight,and
alsotomodel-scalerotortests.Thisstudyfoundsignifi-
cantdifferencesinBVIcharacteristicswhencomparing
flight,full-andmodel-scaletestsandconcludedthe
differenceswereduetothedifficultyinrepeatingthe
exactenvironmentinwhichBVIsoccur(ref.9).

Anextensivestudywasperformedofa1/7-scalemain
rotorofaBellAH-1helicopterintheanechoicDeutsch-
NiederlaendischerWindKanal(DNW)(refs.10and11).
Thesetestsinvolvedsimultaneousacquisitionofblade-
surfacepressuresandfar-fieldacousticdataatalarge
numberofmicrophonelocations,andforawiderange
offlightconditions.Thistestwasextremelyusefulin
determiningBVInoisesourcelocationsontherotor,
andalsothedirectivityfromtherotor.MorerecentDNW
testshaveincludedflowvisualizationandlaser-Doppler
velocimetryinordertocloselyobservetherotorwake
(ref.12).
All ofthesestudieswerehelpfulinunderstandingBVI
noise,butarestilltoocomplextosimulatebymeansof
computationalfluiddynamics(CFD).TheDNWtest
begantoprovideadatabaseforcomputationstocompare
withblade-surfacepressures,butthedetailsoftheBVI
eventwerestillunknown.Forexample,aBVIeventcould
becarefullyobservedwithblade-surfacepressuredata
anditspropagationexaminedthroughmicrophonedata,
butthisstilldoesnotprovideenoughinformationonthe
vortexstrength,structure,andproximitytotheblade.This
kindofinformationcanonlybeobtainedundermore
controlledconditionsusingasimplerexperimentalsetup.
McCormackandSurendraiah(ref.13)werethefirstto
examineBVIinasimulatedrotary-wingenvironment
wheretherotorinteractedwith,butdidnotgenerate,the
vortexinquestion.Therotorwasoperatedwithzerolift,
sothatit didnotgenerateanynotabletipvorticesofits
own.Thevortex(tocreateaBVI)wasgeneratedbya
semi-spanwingmountedupstreamofthemodelrotor.
Thegenerationofthisindependentandsteadytipvortex
fromthewingenabledaccuratecontrolandmeasurement
ofthevortexstrengthandstructure.Theangleofattackof
thewingdictatedthestrengthandsenseofrotationofthe
vortex.Thisindependentwingalsoallowedtheproximity
of thevortexwithrespecttothebladetobecontrolledby
adjustingthepositionofthewinginthewindtunnel.
Placingthistipvortexinlinewiththequarter-chordofthe
rotorbladesatthe180degazimuth,providedaparallel

interaction.Inaddition,thewingtipcouldbeextendedor
retractedtoplacethetipvortexaboveorbelowtheplane
oftherotor.

Thisindependentlygeneratedvortex(completelyseparate
fromtherotor)issometimesreferredtoasa"freevortex."
ThefreevortexprovidesknownparametersfortheBVI,
significantlyreducingthecomplexityoftheinteraction,
andenablesthemoredetailedstudyoftheindividual
parametersaffectingtheloadsandresultingacoustics.
Thefreevortexmethodwasextensivelyappliedin
experimentsbyHorner(ref.14)andCaradonnaetal.
(refs.5,15,and16).ThesetestsprovidedspecificBVI
statisticsandrotorblade-surfacepressuredatathathave
beenusedforCFDcodecomparisonandvalidation.The
windtunnelintheseexperimentswasnotacoustically
treated,sooff-surfacepressuredatacouldnotbeacquired.
In1993,forthefirsttime,afreevortexwasusedin
conjunctionwiththeacquisitionofacousticmeasurements
aswellassurfacepressuredata.Thetestdescribedin
reference17,wasdesignedbyKitapliogluandCaradonna,
andperformedintheARC80-by120-FootSubsonic
WindTunnel(refs.17and18).Amodelrotor,7.125ft
indiameter,wastestedinthislarge,acousticallytreated
facilitytoreducetheinfluenceofwallreflectionsorflow
turbulence.Thebladeswererigid,symmetric,untapered,
untwisted,andinstrumentedwith60pressuretransducers.
Therewere7microphonesinthetestsection,twoin the
near-fieldspeciallyforCFDvalidation,and5inthe
far-field.

Thistesthelpedtoeliminateseveralofthecomplexities
andunknownsforatypicalBVI,andprovidedanoppor-
tunitytocompareacousticsdatawithCFDcodesunder
muchmorecontrolledconditions.Theprocessingof the
near-fieldmicrophonedata,theanalysisof thedata,and
comparisonwithCFDresults,aretheprimarygoalsof
thisreport.
1.2.2PreviouscomputationalBVIstudies-Thefirst
steptopredictingBVInoiseistocalculatetheunsteady
aerodynamicsonthebladesurface,sinceit istheaero-
dynamicinteractionsontherotorbladethatgenerate
noise.Widnall(ref.19)performedsomeof theearliest
theoreticalstudiesofBVInoiseinthe1970s,bycomput-
ingthebladelift distributionduringatypicalBVI.The
unsteadylift onthebladewascalculatedusingalinear
unsteadyaerodynamictheory,withanobliquegustmodel
oftheacousticdisturbance.

Othernumericalmethodsappliedtohelicopteraerody-
namicsandacousticsproblemsincludeliftingline,lifting
surface,andpanelmethods(refs.20-23).Nonlinear
finite-differencemodelswerelaterdevelopedtomore
closelysimulatethenonlinear,transonicflowfields



associatedwithanadvancingblade.Examplesarethe
TransonicSmallDisturbance(TSD)equation(ref.24),
full-potentialequation(ref.25),Eulerequations(ref.26),
andNavier-Stokesequations(ref.27).

Inthe1980s,apopularapproachforpredictingfar-field
acousticswastotakeexperimentallymeasuredsurface
pressuredataandapplyLighthill'sacousticanalogy
(ref.28),whichwasputintoaformknownasthe
FfowcsWilliams-Hawkingsequation(ref.29).(Inbrief,
Lighthill'sacousticanalogyuseslinearmonopoleand
dipoleterms,andnonlinearquadropletermstomodelthe
combinationofrotational,thickness,HSI,andBVInoise.)
WOPWOP(ref.30)isacodethatwasdevelopedbasedon
Farassat'sadvancedsubsonictimedomainformulation
(ref.31)theFfowcsWilliams-Hawkingsequation.This
codemodeledthehelicopterrotoracousticsrelatively
accurately,butrequireddetailedblade-surfacepressures
andblademotionasinput.Thatis,if detailedexperi-
mentallymeasuredblade-surfacepressureswereusedas
input,thepredictedacousticswasrelativelyaccurate,but
if predicted-surfacepressureswereused,thecalculated
resultsdidnotfareaswell.

AFullPotentialRotor(FPR)analysishasbeencoupled
withacodecalledRotorAcousticPredictionProgram
(RAPP)topredictrotoracoustics(ref.32).First,from
knownflightinformation,FPRpredictstheblade-surface
pressures,andthisisusedasinputtoRAPPtopredictthe
far-fieldacoustics.RAPPisnotabletopredictnear-field
acousticsbecauseit treatsthenoisesourceasacompact
sourceandneglectsthicknesseffectsandanear-fieldterm
inthemathematicalmodel.

Anotherapproachis theKirchhoffmethod(ref.33)which
usesanimaginarysurfaceoffoftheblade.ThisKirchhoff
surfacerequiresthepressureandtimederivativesonand
normaltothesurface.Therehasbeenlimitedsuccessto
datesincethemethodrequiresaccurateinputofdataoff
oftheblade.However,ingeneral,if theKirchhoffsurface
isplacedoutsidetheregionofnonlinearities,it will
accuratelypredictthepropagationofthesound(ref.33).

Inthelate1980s,Baeder pioneered the application of

CFD to simultaneously compute the aerodynamics and

acoustics of a 2-dimensional (2-D), nonrotating airfoil

interacting with a parallel vortex (ref. 34). This work used

the concept of the vortex-fitting method originated by

Srinivasan (ref. 35) to the Euler/Navier-Stokes codes to

calculate the aerodynamics of the unsteady interaction of
a rotor with a vortex.

Srinivasan then wrote the Transonic Unsteady Rotor
Navier-Stokes (TURNS) code (refs. 36-38) which is a

direct CFD approach that can include prescribed vortices.

The computational model calculates the density, three

components of momentum, and energy at each grid point

for each time step, and the grid rotates with the rotor

blade. From the equation of state, the pressure can also be
calculated at each point at each time. (See App. A for

more details.)

Baeder and Srinivasan (ref. 39) used a version of the

TURNS code, called TURNS-BVI (ref. 37), to compare

calculated surface pressure data to the recent Caradonna

BVI experiment described previously (ref. 15). A few

cases were calculated at arbitrary near-field locations to

examine the qualitative results of acoustic predictions.

Good comparisons of the surface pressures were obtained

(ref. 37), and the feasibility of using purely CFD in BVI

computations and predicting the near-field acoustics was
shown (refs. 38 and 39). In the current study, TURNS-
BVI was used to calculate the acoustics at the same

microphone locations and test conditions as in the wind-

tunnel experiment (ref. 18), from which comparisons are
made.

1.3 Motivation and Objectives

The Kitaplioglu-Caradonna wind tunnel experiment used

in this study was specifically designed for comparison to

numerical models. Certain parameters, too complex or

costly for CFD to calculate, were measured and are

known in this experiment. It is also the first time acoustics

data has been acquired in this type of controlled
environment.

The objectives of the study were several:

1. The experimental measurements of the near-field

acoustics needed to be processed and analyzed to better

understand the initial propagation of the acoustics of

isolated BVI, and also to be compared to computational
models.

2. An Euler/Navier-Stokes code was used to simulate the

experiment for several test cases to examine the validity
of the code. The validation could allow the CFD method

to be used as a too] to better understand the complex BVI

phenomena.

3. Several parameters that influence the CFD simulation,
such as time accuracy and vortex strength, needed to be

examined in order to obtain better quantitative

comparisons.



4.TheresultsfromtheCFDmethodformanumerical
databasethatcanbeusedtotestseveralhypotheses,such
astheeffectofthicknessorthedirectionalityofBVI
noise.ThisshouldrevealthesuitabilityoftheCFDresults
totestsimpler,moreefficientmethodsforBVI
predictions.
5.Oneof theobjectivesofthewindtunnelexperiment
wastocomparetheexperimentaldatawiththeory.This
satisfied,it ishopedthatthisstudywillhelpresearchers
definefutureBVIexperimentsthatcouldfurthervalidate
thecomputationalmodels.Also, a good comparison with

theoretical models can give greater confidence to the

experimentalists that the test results accurately measured

the phenomena.

1.4 Organization

The organization of the technical memorandum begins

with a description of the experiment, and the experimental

data acquisition and processing in section 2. The

computational code is briefly described along with some
specifics relevant to the present work in section 3.

Section 4 is a presentation and discussion of all the

results in the study. This includes the experimental results,

a comparison of CFD results with experiment, and the

effect of time accuracy, thickness effects and microphone

position. Finally, summary and conclusions are presented
in section 5.



2 The Experiment

This section describes the model-scale helicopter

rotor experiment which studied parallel BVI and was

performed at the ARC 80- by 120-Foot Subsonic Wind

Tunnel in 1992. The experimental set-up and associated

hardware is described. The acoustics data was acquired,

processed, and analyzed using the ALDAS software

program, described in section 2.2. I, and will be explained

through an example case. Experimental results are pre-

sented for eight different test conditions along with a

discussion of general trends and noted deviations. It is

important to recall that this test took the approach of

performing an experiment that closely resembles the

simplified conditions that would be more amenable to

analysis with CFD methods.

2.1.1 Facilities-The ARC 80- by 120-Foot Subsonic
Wind Tunnel is part of the NFAC located at Moffett

Field, California. This large facility allowed the small-

scale experiment to be minimally affected by wall
reflections or flow turbulence. The wind tunnel is

acoustically treated with 6 in. of foam on the walls and

ceiling and 10 in. on the floor. The maximum velocity in

the test section is 100 knots, and the axial turbulence

intensity is less than 0.5 percent (ref. 40). Figure 2.2 is a

photograph of the hardware in the test section. In this

photo the airflow travels from left to right, flowing past

the vertical wing and then the rotor.

2.1 Experimental Set-up

The objective of the experiment was to simulate the
aerodynamics and acoustics of parallel, BVI. Independent

control of the interaction parameters (such as vortex sense

and location) helped to refine the test for comparison with

CFD methods. The experiment was a wind-tunnel test

(where flow conditions could be closely monitored), with

a model rotor, (which had a simple geometry and was

aeroelastically stiff), and had an independently generated

vortex upstream of the rotor (providing a known vortex

strength and location). The rotor was operated at nominal
thrust, so that the influence of its own self-generated wake

would be minimized. Figure 2.1 shows a schematic of the

experimental set-up. This figure illustrates how the blade-

vortex separation distance and the vortex sense of rotation

were independently controlled by the height and angle of

the vortex generator.

Zv

X

Figure 2.1 Schematic of experimental set-up in wind-
tunnel test section.

Figure 2.2 Photograph of BVI experiment in the ARC 80-

by 120-Foot Subsonic Wind Tunnel

2.1.2 Rotor geometry- The two-bladed, teetering rotor
had a diameter of 7.125 ft. The blades were untwisted

with a rectangular planform with a constant 6-in. chord,

comprised of the NACA 0012 airfoil section. The hover

tip Reynolds number was approximately one million for

an advance ratio of 0.2. One blade had 30 absolute pres-

sure transducers on the top surface, while the opposite
blade had 30 transducers on the lower surface, distributed

at three spanwise positions. The blades were constructed

of balsa wood and carbon]epoxy composite, and were

very stiff in bending and torsion to minimize aeroelastic

effects. Full cyclic pitch and collective pitch control were

provided through a swashplate. In forward flight, the rotor

was trimmed to minimum flapping, and operated at zero

thrust to minimize self-generated tip vortices. The rotor
rotated clockwise as viewed from above.



2.1.3Vortex generator- A streamwise vortex was

generated directly upstream of the rotor with a 18-in.

chord, semi-span wing of NACA 0015 airfoil section. The

wing was mounted vertically in the wind tunnel and could
extend or retract vertically to place the streamwise vortex

above or below the rotor plane. The Reynolds number for

the vortex generator wing was approximately 600,000.

The tip vortex strength and structure were not directly

measured in this experiment. However, in a previous

experiment McAlister and Takahashi performed extensive
measurements of the trailed vortex from the NACA 0015

wing (ref. 41). The strength and structure of the vortex
in the BVI test is assumed to be consistent with the

McAlister and Takahashi data. Figure 2.1, shown previ-

ously, illustrates the blade-vortex vertical separation

distance, Zv, and the vortex generator angle of attack, CZv.

It is noted that the vortex generator chord is three times

larger than that of the rotor. Caradonna et al. (ref. 14).

found the rotor blade pressure variation to be insensitive
to vortex core size for the miss distances used in this

study (_+0.25 rotor chords). Caradonna stated that the
structure of the trailing vortex from the fixed wing was

essentially the same as that from a rotor, therefore, the
wing-generated tip vortex has good utility for this

investigation.

2.1.4 Microphones- There were seven, l/2-in, diameter,

Bruel and Kjaer microphones located in the test section:
two in the near-field and five in the far-field. Only the

near-field microphones, designated numbers 6 and 7, are
considered in this study. The microphones were calibrated

every day and were consistently within _+0.1 decibels for

the pistonphone signal of 124 dB, and +1 Hertz for a

250 Hz signal.

Both near-field microphones were located 12 in. (2 rotor

chords) below the rotor, at the 88 percent rotor radius

with respect to a blade position at 180 deg azimuth angle.

When the rotor was phased at the 180 deg azimuth (blades

oriented streamwise), microphones 6 and 7 were 10.25

and 2.25 in. in front of the rotor quarter-chord, respec-

tively. Figure 2.3 below shows the position of the near-

field microphones relative to a rotor blade. Microphones 6
and 7 are at 49 and 80 deg down from the rotor plane, as

measured from the rotor quarter-chord at 88 percent

radius, when the rotor is at • = 180 deg.

It should be noted that the rotor-blade quarter-chord

passed closest to microphones 7 and 6 when the rotor was
at 183 and 195 deg, respectively, as shown in figure 2.4.

2.1.5 Test cases- There were eight different test

configurations chosen for examination in this report.
There were two different hover Mach tip numbers (0.6

and 0.7), two different vortex generator angles (+12 deg),
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Figure 2.3 Position of microphones 6 and 7 with respect to

rotor blade at 0.88R and 180 deg azimuth angle.
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Microphones

183' _2

180 ........

Rotor
Radius

Figure 2.4 Schematic of rotor quarter-chord fine passing

over microphones.

and two different vortex locations (above and below by

0.25 rotor chords). Figure 2.5 illustrates the experiment as

viewed from above and shows the vortex generator at the

two different angles and shows a typical BVI occurring in

parallel to the rotor quarter-chord.

There has been some discussion (C. Kitaplioglu, F.

Caradonna, and Y. Yu, personal communications) that the
interaction was actually parallel at the leading edge of the

blade in some cases, not the quarter-chord, as is assumed

by the CFD computations. This affects only the phasing
(time) of the BVI noise event and not the strength and

structure of the acoustic pressure time history.

Figure 2.6 is a schematic, looking downwind in the plane

of the rotor, showing the four test cases studied at the two

different hover tip Mach numbers of 0.6 and 0.7. The

advance ratio was kept at 0.2 for each hover tip Mach

number by adjusting the wind tunnel velocity. Figure 2.6
also illustrates the vortex sense and location. The hori-

zontal arrow near the surface of the blade in each case
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Figure 2.5 Schematic of test set-up (as viewed from

above) showing parallel BVl occurring at the rotor

quarter-chord.

indicates the induced horizontal velocity experienced by

the blade as a result of the vortex encounter. The peak

vertical induced velocities produced by the vortex, as the

vortex passes by the rotor blade, are expected to be of

equal and opposite magnitude because the rotor is a

symmetrical airfoil section and non-lifting. Cases II

and IV (clockwise vortex rotation) are typical of

advancing side BVI, and Cases I and III (counter-

clockwise rotation) are typical of retreating side BVI.

2.2 Acoustic Data Acquisition and Analysis

Three data acquisition systems were necessary in this

experiment. The Standard Wind Tunnel System (SWTS)

recorded wind tunnel and rotor parameters, and a

32-channel, 16-bit analog to digital (A/D) conversion

system acquired data from the 60 pressure transducers.
Acoustic Laboratory Data Acquisition System (ALDAS),

a Macintosh based acoustic data system, recorded the

microphone data (refs. 42 and 43). ALDAS, and the

acquisition, reduction, and analysis process, as performed

by the author, are described later.

2.2.1 ALDAS-- The ALDAS (ref. 42) was used for

acoustic data acquisition and reduction. Experimental

acoustic data were digitized at 1024 points per rotor
revolution on a Macintosh-based, four-channel, 12-bit

A/D data system. The microphones were calibrated daily

using a pistonphone, and all incoming data were filtered at
10 KHz to prevent aliasing errors. Thirty rotor revolutions

of data were acquired for each test condition. The results

were time-averaged in a phase locked sense using the
rotor one-per-revolution trigger signal, which resulted in a

one-revolution long, ensemble averaged time history of

the acoustic pressure.
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Figure 2.6 Schematic illustrating four BVl geometries examined at two different hover tip Mach numbers.
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In addition, the experimental data underwent a thorough

review to check for high back_ound noise, corruption
due to electrical interference, "self noise" (noise due to

airflow over the microphone or other hardware), and for

repeatability. The data presented in this report was found

to be acceptable in all of the above criteria.

2.2.2 Example of averaging procedure-- The data were
saved as a single time history, 30 revolutions long, in
units of Counts versus Data Points. (A 12-bit A/D data

system means that the integer value of Counts will vary
from 0 to 212 - 1 = 4096.) The test data of Case I,

microphone 6 at Mtip = 0.6 (Run 49, Test Point 09), will
be used throughout this section as an example of how the

averaging procedure was performed.

Figure 2.7 is a plot of several revolutions of raw data

acquired for the example case. The sharp BVI peaks and

relatively low noise between events are the result of the

closely controlled test environment, and is typical of data

recorded throughout the test. Note that there is still a

variation in the peak to peak values and a high frequency

noise between separate BVI events. Figure 2.8 is a corre-

sponding frequency spectrum of the unaveraged data.

This spectrum, although less detailed, is similar to the

frequency spectrum shown in figure 1.2, and shows the
harmonic "humps" typical of those found in helicopter

noise signatures.

Figure 2.9 shows a single revolution of unaveraged data.

Again, even the raw data is "clean" with few other noise

sources contaminating the BVI signature. Figure 2.10
shows the result of ensemble averaging over 30 cycles.

Note that in the averaged case, the high frequency "noise"
between the BVI events is eliminated, and there is a

slight decrease in the maximum and minimum peak
values•
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Figure 2.8 Frequency spectrum of 30 revolutions of

experimental data. Case I, Mti p = 0.6, microphone 6.
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Figure 2.9 Example of a single revolution of pressure data,

unaveraged in original units. Case I, Mti p = 0.6,

microphone 6.
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pressure data. Case I, Mtip -- 0.6, microphone 6.
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Figure 2.11 shows an example of the averaging statistics

calculated for each test case. The first (top) plot shows the

maximum deviation from the average signal in percent,

which is nearly +20 percent in this example. The second

plot shows the standard deviation from the average signal

in percent, and is less than 10 percent. In the third plot,

the cycles with the maximum and minimum peak-to-peak

values are plotted together, along with the average, and

the pooled standard deviation is less than 5 percent. In this

example, cycle 16 of 30 had the maximum peak to peak

value, and cycle 22 had the minimum. Any sample with a

standard deviation greater than 10 percent could be clearly

identified in the averaging statistics and was considered

an unacceptable data sample.

25.0

Averaging Statistics For

R49P09

Input File: Channel 2

30 revolutions, 1024 points per rev

Maximum

Deviation

(%, Note 1)

-25.0

10.0

Standard

Deviation

(%, Note 2)
__ :Std. Dev. = 1 2%

100

__ Average
16 $

22 +
(%, Note 3)

-100

Point Average Standard Maximum Maximum Maximum Maximum
Value Deviation Pos. Delta Pos. Cycle Neg. Delta Neg. Cycle

,dk

1 2142 15.01 31 23 28 17

2 2141 16.02 27 23 31 18

3 2140 17.01 30 23 35 27

4 2143 13.75 38 1 36 27
.................................................................................................

5 2146 13.66 40 1 27 27

6 2146 11.95 29 1 20 20

7 . 2146 . 10.63 21 ' 1 16 27

8 2147 10.97 21 1 20 27

9 2146 15.55 27 1 38 2

10 2147 15.69 26 1 38 6

Peak to Peak in Counts: 1965 Peak to Peak in Pascals: 106.4845

Note 1. Maximum deviation from average signal as a percent of averaged peak to peak.
Note 2. Standard deviation from average signal as a percent of averaged peak to peak.
Note 3. Time histories as a percent of averaged peak to peak plotted around average mean.

Figure 2.11 Averaging Statistics for Run 49, Point 09, Case I, Mtip = 0.6, microphone 6.
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Note that ensemble averaging is always necessary to get a

clean, mean representative cycle of the data, but a slight

reduction in the peak-to-peak values is an unfortunate
result. This is different from CFD predictions, which do

not require any averaging procedure, and perhaps explains

some of the overpredictions shown later in the results.

The measured data was converted to SPL in Pascals

versus blade azimuth angle in degrees. The pistonphone

calibration signal determined the relation of voltage to

Pascals. The pistonphone provided a known SPL, and the

microphone recorded a certain voltage. The voltage is

digitized as Counts and converted to Pascals.

Some test cases were run twice on different days to

examine experimental repeatablility. Figure 2.12
illustrates the typical variation on different days, after

performing the data acquisition and averaging procedure.
The most recent cases (larger run numbers) were chosen

to represent the test conditions used in this study.

The experimental uncertainties were estimated to be

+4 deg in azimuth angle, due to 1/rev trigger inconsis-

tencies and uncertainty of the exact location of the line

vortex with respect to the rotor quarter-chord

(C. Kitaplioglu, F. Caradonna, and Y. Yu, personal

communications). Amplitude error is estimated to be

+5 percent of the peak-to-peak value due to typical

variability seen in the peak-to-peak amplitudes in the
raw data and the effects of the averaging procedure.
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Figure 2.12 Example of two final plots of the same

conditions tested on different days. Case II, Mtip = 0.6,

microphone 6.
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3 Computational Issues

The accurate numerical simulation of the helicopter rotor

flowfield continues to be one of the most challenging

problems in applied aerodynamics. Improved numerical

algorithms have enabled advances in CFD to solve these

complex fluid motion problems. An Euler/Navier-Stokes

computational model has been used to simulate the

previously described experiment (ref. 44). A detailed

description of the governing equations and numerical

algorithm is provided in Appendix A. This section does
not describe the code, but briefly discusses some

computational issues relevant to the present study.

First, the Euler equations, which assume inviscid flow, are

briefly discussed. Second, the computational grid used in

this study is described. Third, the treatment of the vortex

and the Scully Vortex model is described. Finally, the

effect of time accuracy and a brief description of Newton

sub-iterations used by the code are discussed.

3.1 Governing Equations

A parallel BVI experiment was simulated using the
TURNS CFD code, which can be used in either Navier-

Stokes or Euler mode. The choice of governing equations

affects the computational time and the level of physics

modeled. In this study, it is assumed that the BVI do not

result in flow separation so viscous effects are minimal

and the Euler equations are able to capture most of the

important features of the flow. The Euler equations are

preferable to the Navier-Stokes equations due to their

lesser computational overhead, yet the Euler equations
are still able to model the convection of vorticity and

nonlinear compressibility effects that can accompany

BVIs. Thus, all of the computed solutions to the present
study were run in Euler mode, which neglects any viscous

terms. Furthermore, the Euler equations are a superset of

the acoustic wave equation, and are able to accurately

model nonlinear wave propagation away from the rotor
blade surface.

3.2 Computational Grid

Computational grids for calculating the aerodynamics of

rotor blades have tended to be highly clustered in the

vicinity of the rotor-blade surface, with a coarse distribu-

tion of points away from the blade (ref. 39). In this study,

a finer grid is used away from the rotor-blade surface to

more accurately calculate the near-field acoustics, as well

as the aerodynamics. Noise tends to propagate outward in

a spherical pattern, and the grid was refined in the direc-

tion normal to the blade to maintain finer spacing for

several chord lengths away from the blade surface. The

three-dimensional (3-D) grid was constructed from a

series of two-dimensional (2-D) hyperbolic C-grids

(ref. 39). Each spanwise section was curved and spaced
such that they remained at a constant radial distance from

the rotational axis, and they were rotated in the azimuthal

direction to maintain fine clustering near the linear

characteristic curve (ref. 39). The flowfieid was dis-

cretized using 169 points in the wrap-around direction
with 121 points on the blade surface, 45 points in the

spanwise direction with 23 points on the blade surface,

and 57 points in the normal direction. This gave a total of

over 430,000 grid points.

Figure 3.1 illustrates the grid in the plane of the rotor, and

figure 3.2 illustrates the grfd at a cross section of the blade

at the 88 percent rotor radius. These grids are refined in

the leading and trailing edges of the rotor blade in order to

best capture the BVI acoustics.

The CFD analysis calculates the density, three compo-
nents of momentum, and energy at each grid point for

each time step. From the equation of state, the pressure

can also be calculated at each point at each time. Since

the grid rotates with the blade, and the microphones are

stationary in the tunnel, the computed data must be

interpolated at each time step for each "simulated"

microphone location.

3.3 Vortex Management

The flowfield was initialized by computing the quasi-

steady solution, without the line vortex, at a blade azimuth

of 0 deg. Since the rotor was symmetrical and set to 0 deg

o
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Figure 3.1 CFD gnd in the plane of the rotor.
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Figure 3.2 CFD grid at the 88 percent cross section of the
rotor blade.

of collective with no cyclical or flapping motions, the

computational time was reduced in half by applying

symmetry to the boundary conditions, and therefore only

calculating one-half of the flowfield. (The converged

quasi-steady solutions were obtained in approximately
20 min of CPU time on a Cray Y-MP C90.) The initial

unsteady computations (until a blade azimuth of 90 deg)

were also computed without the line vortex, on one-half

of the flowfield. At this point, the vortex was introduced

into the flow and preserved using the vortex fitting

method of Srinivasan (refs. 36 and 45). When introducing

the vortex, the flowfield is no longer symmetric and the
flowfield for the entire blade is now calculated. The

convection of a line vortex in a free stream is a known

solution of the Euler equations, and was added to the
solution of the rotor blade without a line vortex. The

combined nonlinear flowfield is also a solution of the

nonlinear Euler equations, and so the solution of a

convecting line vortex in the freestream was subtracted
from the combined solution at every time step after the
vortex was initialized. This nonlinear method reduced the

numerical dissipation of the vortex and allowed for the

adequate resolution of the vortex effects even where the

grid was very coarse (ref. 46).

The line vortex was introduced when the advancing blade

was at the 90 deg azimuth location and the solution was

stopped when that blade reached the 270 deg. The vortex
was treated as an infinite-line vortex that remained

stationary as the blade rotated past it and the induced
velocities in the axial and radial directions were

neglected. (It is important to note that unlike the com-

putational assumption that the vortex remained stationary

as the blade passed by, experimental flow visualization
showed otherwise and will be discussed in section 4.4.)

3.4 Vortex Model

The details of vortex-fitting into the TURNS code are

described by Srinivasan in reference 37, and a brief

description is presented here.

The Scully core model (ref. 47) for a rectilinear vortex
was used to define the free vortex:

v0 f r2 ]

JU 2nr r +a 0

(3.1)

where vo is the tangential velocity component, U_ is the

freestream velocity, and r is the radial distance from the
vortex center nondimensionalized by the chord of the

rotor blade, c. The nondimensional core radius of the

vortex, a0, and the nondimensional vortex strength, 1F, are

defined by:

IF =--F a0 =-a (3.2)
U C c

where C is the chord of the vortex generator, and c is the
chord of the rotor blade. In addition, the radial momentum

equation:

2

dPv - PvV0 (3.3)
dr r

and conservation of total enthalpy:

Ht T-l_.p vj "_
(3.4)

were used to determine the pressure and density fields,

where p, r, and g represent pressure, density and ratio of

specific heats, respectively, H t is total enthalpy, and
Q2 = u 2 + v 2 + w 2. The total energy of the convecting
vortex is:

Pv 1 _2

ev + pv (3.5)

The calculations were performed using a nondimensional

vortex strength of 0.406, unless otherwise stated, and a
nondimensionalized viscous core radius of 0.17 for the

vortex generator at +12 deg angle of attack. These values

were used by Caradonna et al. (refs. 5, 14, and 15) who
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referencespersonalcommunicationswithMcAlisterand
Takahashi,whoperformedextensivemeasurements
ofthetrailingvortexgeneratedbyaNACA0015wing.
However,whenMcAlisterandTakahashipresentedtheir
finalreportin1991,theyspecifiedI_=0.35asthe
appropriatevaluefortheNACA0015airfoilat+12 deg

angle of attack (ref. 41). All eight test cases in the
computational study were calculated with f'= 0.406,
but two of the cases were also calculated with f_= 0.35,

and will be discussed in section 4.4.

3.5 Time Accuracy

Initial results of the computational model showed some

oscillations in the time histories and inspired an investi-

gation into whether increased time accuracy would
eliminate the fluctuations. The effect of time accuracy

was investigated by adjusting the number of Newton sub-

iterations that the code performed. (Appendix A has a

detailed description of the Newton sub-iteration proce-
dure.) The basic scheme is only first order accurate in
time without the Newton sub-iterations. Therefore, the

sub-iterations are required to obtain the higher second

order time accuracy, and as additional sub-iterations are

performed, the solution becomes more accurate, to a

point. More than 5 sub-iterations were found to have little
effect• It was determined that five sub-iterations would be

used at times closest to the BVI. If the residual for a given

time step decreased by more than a factor of 50 during the
Newton sub-iterations, then no further sub-iterations were

performed at that time step. As a result, only three

Newton sub-iterations were used during most of the

calculations, except from 184 to 227 deg where the five
sub-iterations were used.

3.6 Previous Validations

The development and validation of the Euler/Navier-

Stokes CFD code began with examining blade-surface

pressures for a rotor in hover. Srinivasan et al. (ref• 45)

performed an initial study with a TURNS predecessor to

examine the accuracy of the calculated blade-surface

pressures for the steady case. Comparisons were made
for a test conducted in an Army 7- by 10-Foot Subsonic

Wind Tunnel experiment, and the computed results were

found to match well (ref. 36). Figure 3.3, taken from

reference 36, shows the comparison of experimental

surface pressure data with the computed predictions. The
next step in the development and validation of the code

was to examine blade-surface pressures for a rotor in

forward flight, and then for a rotor encountering a vortex

in forward flight. Baeder et al. (ref. 38) examined the

flow characteristics of a rotor encountering a vortex in

forward flight, and calculated pressure both on and off the

rotor blade surface. The blade-surface pressures matched

well, and the near-field acoustics appeared qualitatively

accurate (refs. 37 and 38). (Experimental acoustics data,

that is, pressure data off the blade surface, was not

available at that time.) Figure 3.4, taken from refer-

ence 38, is a comparison of surface pressures of a rotor

blade encountering a vortex in forward flight.
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Figure 3.3 Comparison of experimental and computational

blade-surface pressures for a rotor in hover (Mti p = O.794,
ec = 12 deg, and Re = 3.5 x 106) (ref. 36).
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4 Results and Discussion

An extensive array of test cases were measured in the

experiment. Eight specific cases were chosen for the

present study to examine the effects of positive and

negative vortex rotation, the vortex passing above and
below the rotor, and subsonic and transonic tip speeds.

The experimental data for the eight test cases are

presented along with a discussion of the trends and
deviations. CFD calculations have been compared to the

experimental data and are presented in section 4.2. Only

four computed cases were needed for the CFD study,

since the cases are symmetric and the data for the other
four cases can be extracted at opposite points in the

flowfield, above or below the rotor. Some additional CFD

computations were performed to study the influence of

aerodynamic thickness effects, vortex strength, Newton
sub-iterations, and directionality of BVI radiated noise.

4.1 Experimental Data

The experimental data are presented as pressure time
histories over 120 deg of rotor azimuth. Plotting the data

in this manner (SPL in Pascals for W = 120 deg to

240 deg) provides a detailed examination of the BVI
event. Figure 4.1 presents the experimental acoustics data

of the near-field microphones for the eight test cases

examined in this study. The data in the top four plots were

acquired at a hover tip Mach number of 0.6, and the lower

four plots at a hover tip Mach number of 0.7. The tunnel

velocity was adjusted in each case to maintain an advance

ratio of 0.2. Each plot shows the pressures measured by

microphones 6 and 7, which are represented by solid and

dashed lines, respectively. The schematic in the lower left
hand corner of each graph illustrates the vortex sense of

rotation and location, and the locations of the micro-

phones with respect to the rotor blade at the 180 deg

azimuth angle for each case. The vortex rotated counter-

clockwise (CCW) (representative of retreating blade BVI)
for Cases I and Ill, and clockwise (CW) (representative of

advancing blade BVI) in Cases 1I and IV. The rotor

passed below the vortex in Cases I and II, and passed
above the vortex in Cases III and IV. Note the expanded

pressure scale for the Mtip = 0.7 cases.

Table 4.1 lists the sound pressure peak-to-peak amplitude

for each test case. (The peak-to-peak amplitude is the

absolute change in pressure between the maximum and

minimum peaks in the time history.) Both microphones

recorded significantly higher peak-to-peak amplitudes for

the Mtip = 0.7 case. This is expected, and is caused by the
increased Doppler and compressibility effects associated

with the higher tip Mach number. The general trends (in

the time history waveform), were found to be similar for

both rotor tip Mach numbers.

Microphones 6 and 7 are the same distance below the

rotor plane, but different distances from the rotor quarter-
chord, as shown in figure 4.2. If it is assumed that the

maximum sound radiates from the rotor quarter-chord

when the rotor is at W = 180 deg, and the speed of sound
is 1087 ft/s, then the sound would arrive at microphone 7

about 3 deg of rotor azimuth earlier than microphone 6 for

Mtip = 0.6, and about 3.5 deg earlier for Mtip = 0.7. This
simple linear theory was used to determine the approxi-

mate time for the maximum pressure to arrive at the two
locations for the two different hover tip Mach numbers,

and are shown in table 4.2.

Again, the linear theory assumes the sound originates

from the rotor quarter-chord when the rotor is at
= 180 deg and that it propagates linearly and uniformly

towards both microphones. Since the blade-vortex
encounter was believed to sometimes occur at the leading

edge and that some nonlinearities will exist in all cases
examined, this information only provides "rough" figures

with which to compare the experimental and computed
data.

The plots of experimental data show that the initial

pressure peak arrived at microphone 7 between _F = 185

and 190 deg for Mtip = 0.6, and between W = 190 and

195 deg for Mtip = 0.7. The initial peaks for microphone 6
occurred consistently about 5 deg of azimuth later. This is

expected and close to the rough figures calculated by

linear theory.

The peak-to-peak sound pressure amplitude for
microphone 7 for the CW cases are higher in amplitude

than those for microphone 6. This is expected due to the

different distances described previously. However, despite

microphone 6 being farther away from the location of the

BVI event, the peak-to-peak pressure values of micro-

phone 6 are higher than those for microphone 7 for the

CCW cases. This is possibly due to the direction in which

the BVI sound waves propagate. The effects of direc-

tionality will be discussed in more detail in section 4.7.
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Figure 4. 1 Experimental acoustic results for microphones 6 and 7 for eight BVl test conditions.
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Table 4.1 Peak-to-peak pressure amplitude in Pascals for experimental data

Test conditions Peak-to-peak amplitude

Mtip = 0.6 Mic t_v Zv Experiment
Case I 6 12 0.25 786.12

Case II 6 12 -0.25 549.73

Case III 6 -12 0.25 634.35

Case IV 6 -12 -0.25 575.83

Case I

Case II

Case III

Case IV

Mtip = 0.7
Case I

Case II

Case Ill

Case IV

7 12 0.25 708.58

7 12 -0.25 722.66

7 -12 0.25 575.51

7 -12 -0.25 825.94

Mic _v Zv Experiment

6 12 0.25 1661.05

6 12 -0.25 965.43

6 -12 0.25 914.42

6 -12 -0.25 1028.70

Case I

Case II

Case III

Case IV

7 12 0.25 1372.30

7 12 -0.25 1189.24

7 -12 0.25 761.50

7 -12 -0.25 1422.35

6.00 "

Rotor Blade
@ • = 180"

Table 4.2 Expected arrival time (as computed by linear

theory) in blade azimuth angle for peak pressure

amplitudes to reach each microphone location

Linear theory peak sound arrival time in rotor blade

azimuth angle

Mti p = 0.6 Mtip = 0.7
Mic 6 193.3 ° 195.3 °

Mic 7 190.3 ° 191.9 °

Figure 4.2 Location of microphones 6 and 7 with respect to

the rotor quarter-chord at the rotor 88 percent radius.

For Cases I and HI (CCW vortex rotation), it was noted

that the BVI pulse had a positive peak first, whereas
Cases II and IV (CW vortex rotation), had a negative peak

first. This is expected due to the vortex induced unsteady

effective angle of attack on the blade, as described

previously in section 1. The CCW rotation first induces an
upwash and then a downwash, whereas the CW rotation

induces a downwash first, then an upwash. For Cases I

and III (CCW) the first peak is small as compared to the

second peak, whereas for Cases II and IV (CW), the

positive and negative peaks are similar in magnitude.
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Theasymmetryisduetotheadditionofthicknesseffects,
whichisprimarilyanegativepressure.Thicknesseffects
alonewerenotmeasuredintheexperiment,sothiseffect
couldnotbeseparatedfromtheBVIexperimentaldata.
Also,inadditiontowaveformsymmetryexpectedwithin
eachplot,thereissymmetryexpectedbetweenthetest
cases.CasesI andIV,andCasesUandIII, areexpected
tobenearlyequalandoppositeofeachothersincetheir
testconditionsarenearlymirrorimages(exceptmicro-
phonelocation).Computationally,thicknesseffectscanbe
removed,andit isillustratedinsection4.4thatthecases
showthemoresymmetricalpattern,bothwithineach
waveformandbetweenthecases,whentheeffectsof
thicknessareremoved.

ThesoundpressuretimehistoriesmeasuredforCaseI,
microphone6,atMtip= 0.7, and Case III, microphone 7,

at Mti p = 0.7, were slightly different from expected trends.
Case I, microphone 6, had an unexpectedly high peak-
to-peak amplitude and Case Ill, microphone 7, was

unexpectedly low in amplitude. A slight increase or

decrease was anticipated depending on the horizontal

induced velocity the vortex created on the blade, due to

compressibility effects. If the induced velocity (shown as

horizontal arrows in fig. 2.6) opposed the freestream

velocity, this decreased the local forces felt by the blade

and a reduction in peak-to-peak pressure amplitude was

expected. Conversely, an induced velocity in the same

direction as the freestream would increase the pressure

change. However, the magnitude of change seen in the

experimental data for these two cases was slightly greater

than expected, and the deviation is unexplained at this
time.

4.2 Comparison of CFD and Experiment

In the present study, the TURNS code was used to

calculate near-field acoustic pressures at the specific

microphone locations and test conditions for the test
in the ARC 80- by 120-Foot Subsonic Wind Tunnel

experiment, as discussed in section 2. All the experi-

mental and computational results are presented together

for each case and microphone in Appendix B. Specific

cases that represent the general trends of all of the data
are now discussed.

It was observed that in all cases, the computational

model produced results that followed the qualitative

trends of the experimental data very well. The basic

waveshape of the time histories was consistent with

each experimental case, and the slopes of the impulsive

noise, which is important for acoustics, was matched

nearly exactly. However, in the majority of the cases
examined, the CFD model significantly overpredicted

the peak-to-peak amplitude of the sound pressure. The

percent difference between the experiment and CFD

(Percent Diff = [(Exp-CFD)/Exp] 100) was between

-3 and +56 percent (equivalent to 0.3 dB and 3.9 dB,

respectively), depending on the case, but was generally
about 30 percent (2.3 dB).

Table 4.3 lists the peak-to-peak amplitudes for both the
experiment and CFD, and the percentage difference

between these results. As mentioned previously, the

experimental data for Case I, microphone 6, and Case III,

microphone 7, both at Mtip = 0.7, had an unusually high
and low peak-to-peak amplitude, respectively. Therefore,

the corresponding CFD calculations underpredicted and

overpredicted those cases. The consistent overprediction

by the CFD lead to the invegtigation of vortex strength,
and will be discussed in section 4.4.

In all of the computed results, oscillations were noted for

the 210 deg to 240 deg azimuthal region. These were
not evident in the experimental data. The unaveraged

experimental data (fig. 2.7) does show some high fre-

quency "noise" after the BVI event, but to a much smaller

degree. Oscillations in the computational data can be seen

clearly in the 210 to 240 deg region in figure 4.3. It was

suspected that the fluctuations were due to numerical

errors in the computational model, and motivated an

examination into the effects of increased time accuracy.

The results of increased time accuracy are discussed in
section 3.5.

In many of the compared cases, it was observed that there

was a phase shift between the CFD maximum and mini-

mum peaks and those peaks in the experimental data. This

is most likely due to the location of the interaction being

somewhere other than the quarter-chord as computations

assume. In addition, some degree of deviation with the
measured data was expected due to limitations in the data

acquisition and experimental set-up. For example, the

l/revolution data acquisition trigger, used to record
experimental data, was suspected of being slightly

inconsistent (ref. 44). For Mtip = 0.6, in Cases I and IV,
the CFD main BVI event occurred about 5 deg sooner

than in the experimental results. For Mti p = 0.7, the same
phase shift existed in Cases I, II, and IV. The amount of

shift for microphones 6 and 7 was the same for all cases

where a phase shift was present. This lead to the estima-

tion of experimental phase error of +4 deg. The time at

which the BVI event occurs is trivial in comparison to the

loudness, measured by amplitude, and impulsiveness,

measured by slope. As previously mentioned, the experi-

mental amplitude error was estimated at 5 percent of the

peak-to-peak amplitude due to averaging. Figure 4.3

illustrates a typical case where the overprediction and

phase shift were seen.
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Table4.3Peak-to-peakamplitudesforCFDcalculationswithanondimensionalvortexstrengthof0.406and
differencefromexperimentalresults

Mtip = 0.6 Mic Otv Zv Experiment CFD 1_'=0.406 % Diff. in Pascals Diff. in dB
Case I 6 12 0.25 786.12 964.08 22.64 1.77

Case II 6 12 -0.25 549.73 851.88 54.96 3.80

Case HI 6 -12 0.25 634.35 814.92 28.47 2.18

Case IV 6 -12 -0.25 575.83 861.85 49.67 3.50

Case I 7 12 0.25 708.58 925.48 30.61 2.32

Case II 7 12 -0.25 722.66 962.81 33.23 2.49

Case III 7 -12 0.25 575.51 845.10 46.84 3.34

Case IV 7 -12 -0.25 825.94 1078.72 30.61 2.32

Mtip = 0.7 Mic O_v Zv Experiment CFD f'= 0.406 % Diff. in Pascals Diff. in dB
Case I 6 12 0.25 1661.05 1606.59 -3.28 -0.29

Case II 6 12 -0.25 965.43 1399.73 44.99 3.23

Case III 6 -12 0.25 914.42 1191.72 30.33 2.30

Case IV 6 -12 -0.25 1028.70 1414.18 37.47 2.76

Case I 7 12 0.25 1372.30 1343.25 -2.12 -0.19

Case II 7 12 -0.25 1189.24 1427.71 20.05 1.59

Case III 7 -12 0.25 761.50 1192.54 56.60 3.90

Case IV 7 -12 -0.25 1422.35 1677.39 17.93 1.43
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Figure 4.3 Comparison of experimental and computational

results for Case I, Mtip ---0.6, microphone 6.

The phase shift, however, was not present in all cases.

Figure 4.4 illustrates a clockwise vortex rotation (Case II)

where the experiment and CFD maximum peak occurs at
the same time, near _u = 193 deg. For Case IV, also with

clockwise rotation and shown in figure 4.5, the CFD

maximum peak was again at W = 193 deg, but the experi-

mental results indicate the maximum peak occurring a few

degrees later. This implies that the CFD predictions are

consistent in time, and it is the experimental data that

varies. The linear theory, shown in table 4.2 earlier,

predicts that the maximum peak should occur near the

193 deg azimuth angle in both cases. In all cases showing

a phase shift, the difference between the two cases is less

than the +4 deg estimated error for the experiment. In
addition, the time at which the BVI noise occurs is not

particularly relevant to the comparison of the sound
characteristics, that is; amplitude and impulsiveness.
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4.3 Thickness Effects

The CFD calculations were also run without initializing
the vortex into the flow. This enabled the calculation of

pressure changes due to aerodynamic disturbances and
thickness noise, without any BVI event. (The CFD

calculations of thickness effects have been extremely

valuable, since data of this nature was not obtained during

the experiment.) The results obtained without the vortex
are subtracted from the results obtained with the vortex in

order to examine the effects caused solely by the changing
lift from the BVI.

Figure 4.6(a)(b) show the CFD calculation of thickness

effects at the two near-field microphone locations for both

tip Mach numbers. Figure 4.6(a) is the time history of the

aerodynamic disturbance caused by the passing rotor

blade (without the line vortex present) for microphone 6,

and figure 4.6(b) is the time history for microphone 7.
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Figure 4.6 CFD calculations of thickness effects (without

vortex) for microphones 6 and 7 at Mti p = 0.6 and O.7.

The solid and dashed lines represent the hover Mach tip

numbers of 0.6 and 0.7, respectively.

Thickness effects always have a predominantly wide and

negative pressure time history (ref. 2) whereas the BVI

event has both positive and negative sharp peaks. Thick-

ness noise distorts the BVI signal by decreasing the

positive peaks, increasing the negative peaks, and causing

some slopes to decrease (appear more gradual). Also, the

pressure disturbance from thickness can arrive at the

microphones at a different time than the BVI noise. It
was mentioned in section 4.2 that the BVI sound event

propagates at the speed of sound, but the aerodynamic
disturbance travels mainly with the blade rotation.

Figure 4.7 is shown to help illustrate that the blade first

encountered the vortex at the _d = 180 deg, then, as it

passed over microphone 7 at qJ = 183 deg, the BVI

propagated quickly to both mics, and then the rotor passed

over microphone 6, at 195 deg. This is why the pressure
disturbance from thickness is seen in the first half of the
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Figure 4. 7 Schematic of microphone/ocations with respect

to rotor quarter-chord azimuth ang/e, and 88 percent rotor
radius.

BVI event for microphone 7, and in the second half for

microphone 6.

As previously mentioned, thickness effects can be
removed from the computed data simply by subtracting
the results for no vortex in the flow from the results with

the vortex in the flow. Figure 4.8 shows the computed

pressure time histories at microphones 6 and 7 for

Mtip = 0.7, with the thickness effects removed. Here, it is
clearly visible that Case I has a pressure time history that

is nearly equal in magnitude and opposite in sign as
Case IV. This is expected because the geometry of the

interactions (except the microphones) are mirror images
of each other. For Cases II and III the wave shapes are

nearly equal and opposite for the microphone 7 location,

but a weaker BVI pulse is observed at microphone 6 for
Case III.

It was mentioned in section 4.1 that the experimental data

did not show a symmetric BVI signature due to thickness

effects. Symmetry is expected within each plot, with the

positive pulse nearly equal and opposite to the negative

pulse, and an entire time history waveform, in certain
cases, being a mirror images of another (Cases I and IV,

and II and III). It is seen here, that after thickness effects
are removed, the time histories indicate more closely the

expected symmetry.

4.4 Effect of Vortex Parameters on CFD Results

The results showed that the CFD consistently over-

predicted the experimental data by approximately

30 percent and the vortex modeling is considered to be

a possible source of error. The computations assume the
line vortex in the experiment is stationary, and has the

exact strength, size, and location as specified by the input
values.

The Euler solver assumes that the line vortex remains

undisturbed from its streamwise path, and it is ques-

tionable whether this accurately models the vortex struc-

ture and location. This assumption implies that the vortex

remains undistorted in velocity profile and unwavering in

location, which was not the case in the experiment as

observed by smoke flow visualization. The vortex tended
to follow streamlines of the flow environment, and was

slightly distorted by the interaction with the rotor. In

addition, the rotor itself is affected by the sheet wake of

the vortex generator when the wing was positioned to

generate a vortex above the rotor.

Kitaplioglu et al. (ref. 17) found that an increase in vortex
distance (farther from the blade) of a quarter-chord, pro-

duces a 35 percent reduction in peak acoustic pressure

(ref. 18). Therefore, it is possible that the vortex was not

in the exact position specified, which would affect the

BVI amplitude and phasing.

It is also unclear at this time as to what effect different

vortex velocity models would have on the near-field

pressure time histories. Most investigators have deter-
mined the vortex strength and core radius to implement in

CFD codes by matching the location and magnitude of the

maximum tangential velocity of the experiment with those

corresponding to the vortex core model. Such a choice

guarantees good agreement near the core radius for any
chosen model, but different models can produce dramati-

cally different results as one moves away from the core

(due to different predicted strengths). For example, the

Scully vortex model (ref. 47) results in tangential

velocities far away from the vortex core that are only half
those due to the more common Rankine vortex if the

maximum tangential velocities are identical. In addition,

the models produce dramatically different rates of drop-

off in the tangential velocity as one moves radically

outward (possibly more important for acoustic noise

generation). Is it better to match the inner peak velocity
or the outer vorticity? The determination of a suitable

vortex model is still the subject of research.

McAlister and Takahashi (ref. 41) made extensive flow

measurements of the vortex strength for the NACA 0015

wing. There is some question regarding an appropriate

value of the nondimensional vortex strength, since it was

not measured directly in the ARC 80- by 120-Foot

Subsonic Wind Tunnel experiment. It was mentioned in
section 3.4 that Caradonna et al. (ref. 15) working with
similar data, used a I_= 0.406, as was used here. How-

ever, McAlister and Takahashi specify a nondimensional

vortex strength of 0.35 for the CZv= +12 deg cases. All of

the computational data in Appendix B is calculated with
f" = 0.406, but two cases, presented in this section, were
calculated with the I'= 0.35.

In order to determine the effect of modifying vortex

strength, the CFD code was rerun for Cases I and IV, with

F= 0.35 and Mti p = 0.7. The resulting time histories at
microphones 6 and 7 are shown in figure 4.9. Peak-to-

peak values were reduced by approximately 15 percent, as
listed in table 4.4. This greatly improves the quantitative
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Figure 4.8 CFD calculations with and without thickness effects for Mtip = O.7.
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Figure 4.9 Effect of vortex strength on CFD calculations with [" = 0.406 and 0.35, for Cases I and IV at Mti p = O. 7 and with

thickness effects removed.

agreement with experiment for Case IV. However, Case I

was then underpredicted by approximately 17 percent.

The 15 percent reduction in peak-to-peak values is very

close to the percent reduction in vortex strength, therefore,

it appears that the reduction in peak-to-peak amplitude is

proportional to vortex strength, and nonlinear effects are

insignificant. The smaller vortex strength of 1a= 0.35 is

86.21 percent of the f'= 0.406 used earlier, and resulted

in an average change in peak-to-peak amplitude (without

thickness effects) of 85.21 percent. The data noted with an

asterisk (*) in table 4.4 indicates the peak-to-peak value

was obtained by multiplying the previously calculated

amplitude ( f'= 0.406) by a factor of 0.8521 to determine

the amplitude expected for a vortex strength of 0.35. The

nearly linear relation implies that the nonlinear effects in

this region are small and that a linear model may be

sufficieat for determining the peak-to-peak pressure

amplitudes.

The smaller vortex strength improved the correlation of

peak-to-peak amplitude with experiment for most cases.

However, the true value of the vortex strength in the

experiment is uncertain and so the corresponding strength

for the computational model is uncertain as well.

4.5 Effect of Newton Sub-Iterations

A review of the preliminary results indicated an over-

prediction of the experimental data, and showed some

oscillations in the time history occurring between 210 and

250 deg azimuth angle. A study was done to investigate

the effects of increased time accuracy in the CFD calcula-

tions in order to reduce numerical oscillations seen in the

computed time histories. These oscillations, which

occurred well after the BVI event, could be caused by

numerical approximations, and may be reduced by

increased time accuracy.
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Table 4.4 Peak-to-peak pressure amplitude comparisons

Test conditions [ Peak-to-peak pressure amplitude in Pascals
m

CFD 1_ = 0.406 I_ = 0.35 f_ = 0.406

Mtip = 0.6 Mic Otv Zv Experiment I_ = 0.406 5 s.i. w/o 5 s.i. w/o 3 s.i.

5 s.i.t thickness thickness

Case I 6 12 0.25 786.12 964.08 916.60 781.03" 1053.30

Case II 6 12 -0.25 549.73 851.88 899.34 766.32* 940.80

Case III 6 -12 0.25 634.35 814.92 749.20 638.39* 864.15

Case IV 6 -12 -0.25 575.83 861.85 910.59 775.91 * 936.85

Case I 7 12 0.25 708.58 925.48 971.51 827.82* 1026.07

Case II 7 12 -0.25 722.66 962.81 921.13 784.89* 1073.32

Case III 7 -12 0.25 575.51 845.10 897.74 764.96* 912.56

Case IV 7 -12 -0.25 825.94 1078.72 1035.64 882.47* 1206.99

Mtip = 0.7 Mic Ctv Zv Experiment

CFD 1_ = 0.406 I_"= 0.35 I_ = 0.406

1_ = 0.406 5 s.i. w/o 5 s.i. w/o 3 s.i.

5 s.i. thickness thickness

Case I 6 12 0.25 1661.05

Case II 6 12 -0.25 965.43

Case III 6 -12 0.25 914.42

Case IV 6 -12 -0.25 1028.70

Case I 7 12 0.25 1372.30

Case II 7 12 -0.25 1189.24

Case III 7 -12 0.25 761.50

Case IV 7 -12 -0.25 1422.35

1606.59 1544.06 1326.61 1717.33

1399.73 1462.25 1245.98" 1537.59

1191.72 1114.92 950.02* 1220.35

1414.18 1486.71 1252.30 1500.05

1343.25 1450.07 1242.16 1457.26

1427.71 1309.47 1115.80" 1565.80

1192.54 1305.80 1112.67" 1268.22

1677.39 1571.31 1335.96 1809.56

*Value obtained by linear relation. See section 4.4.
ts.i. = Newton sub-iterations.

Initial calculations were made using three Newton sub-

iterations (see Appendix A for a description of the

scheme). It was found that increasing the maximum

number of sub-iterations to five reduced the peak-to-peak

amplitudes slightly, and the oscillations after the BVI

event were reduced slightly. Since a constant time step

was used it was expected that the largest errors due to
linearization and factorization may occur when the vortex

was in the vicinity of the rotor blade. There was a need for

more sub-iterations during this interval to guarantee that

the time accuracy was truly second order. Figure 4.10
shows the effect of the Newton sub-iterations on the

computations for Cases I and IV at Mti p = 0.7. Increasing
the number of maximum Newton sub-iterations above

five had little additional effect. It was concluded that the

increased time accuracy was necessary in the area of the

BVI event, but that the oscillations in the pressure time

history were not numerical errors.
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Figure 4. 10 Effect of Newton sub-iterations on CFD calculations using 3 and 5 sub-iterations for Cases I and IV at

Mti p = O.7 and with thickness effects removed.

4.6 Study of Directionality

The advantage of computational acoustic studies is that an

unlimited number of "microphone" locations are available

for investigation. To take advantage of this feature, addi-

tional locations were examined for one case, in addition to

those of microphones 6 and 7 in the wind tunnel experi-

ment. This was done to study the calculated directionality

of the BVI acoustics. That is, in which direction does the

BVI noise propagate most strongly?

First, microphones 6 and 7 were examined for Mtip = 0.6,

Case III, shown in figure 4.11. Thickness effects were

removed from the data, so the differences are only due to

microphone location. Microphone 7 is clearly seen to

receive a stronger BVI signature. However, microphone 7

is physically closer to the event than microphone 6, so

it is unclear whether the stronger signal is due to that

decreased distance or because of the nature of the wave

propagation, as mentioned in sections 3.4 and 4.3.
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Figure 4.11 Computational results of microphones 6 and 7

with thickness effects removed for Case III, Mti p = 0.6.
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Twelve additional microphone locations were chosen at

15 deg increments down from the rotor plane (as defined

from the rotor quarter-chord and 88 percent radius when
the rotor is at W = 180 deg) at two different distances

from the rotor quarter-chord, as illustrated in figure 4.12.

The first array ("a") was 15.78 in. away from the rotor

quarter-chord, as was microphone 6.

[.,0 23.67" __ Rotor Blade@ _P= 180"

, '..4_---15.78"_ 6"-'_1

15 °

\',1(' x / 1I160 °
"0 ..,.. ---- _ Array "b"
75"

90"

Figure 4.12 Schematic of location of microphones with

respect to the rotor quarter-chord, at 0.88R, when the rotor

is at ,1.,= 180 deg.

The second array ("b") was 50 percent farther, at 23.67 in.

away from the rotor quarter-chord. (Additional arrays

at further distances were not examined since the grid

becomes coarse and the results become questionable

beyond four chord lengths from the rotor surface.)

The microphones in each array are equidistant from

the rotor quarter-chord at .88R, when the rotor is at

= 180 deg, and with thickness effects removed, the

only differences between these microphones is the angle

below the rotor plane. Peak-to-peak pressure amplitudes
in Decibels were calculated, with thickness effects

removed, for the microphones shown in figure 4.12, for

Case III at Mtip = 0.6 (the same case as shown in
fig. 4.11).

The results showed that the maximum pressure was near

the 60 deg angle at both distances. However, if the micro-

phones are examined from a side view, as shown in

figure 4.13, and the radiation is measured from the rotor
hub, the maximum amplitudes are at angles of 23 and

33 deg.

[_ 36.0"

- _ 31.68" I_

• I)15a

I

=l

]
Figure 4.13 Microphone locations with respect to rotor

hub. (Microphone numbers refer back to locations shown

in fig. 4. 12.)

The peak-to-peak pressure amplitudes (in Decibels) for all

the microphones measured from the two different refer-

ence points are shown in figure 4.14. The squares and

circles indicate the microphones in the "a" and "b"

arrays, respectively. The solid lines indicates angles were
measured from the rotor quarter-chord at .88R when the

rotor is at W = 180 deg, and the dashed lines indicate the

angle is measured from the rotor hub. As previously

mentioned, it can be seen in the data measured from the

rotor quarter-chord that the maximum amplitude occurs at

60 deg at both distances, and for the data measured from

the rotor hub, the maximum values occur at 23 and

33 deg. Theory suggests that the far-field radiation of BVI

noise is most dominant in the 30 deg to 45 deg range, as
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Figure 4.14 Computational BVl directivity (peak-to-peak
ampfitudes) as measured from two separate reference

points.
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measured down from the rotor hub (ref. 2). The BVI noise

does, in fact, radiate from near the rotor tip, but the far-

field propagation (several rotor diameters) is most easily
measured from the rotor hub. Since these microphones are

in the near-field, the angles measured from both reference

points are deceiving, and an angle somewhere between
the two would most likely represent what would be most
dominant in the far-field. If this is the case, the angles

measured here, between 23 and 60 deg, would converge

to angles within the expected 30 to 45 deg in the far-field.

4.7 Summary of Results

Experimental BVI data has been presented for eight test

cases. The acquisition and analysis process has lead to the

determination of an experimental error of+4 deg azimuth

angle, and 5 percent peak-to-peak amplitude error. In all r

cases, the BVI event was recorded earlier by micro-

phone 7 due to its closer proximity to the blade, when the

blade was at 180 deg. Two basic trends were observed in

the experimental data. In the CCW vortex rotation,

Cases I and III, the BVI pulse had a positive peak first

(due to the up or downwash induced by the vortex) and a

gradual slope (due to the non-propagating thickness
noise) which was seen after the BVI event. In the

CW cases, there was a negative peak first and a gradual

slope before the BVI event. Also, in the CCW rotation,

microphone 6 recorded a higher peak-to-peak pressure
amplitude, despite its more distant location, due to the

directionality of the BVI signal in those cases.

Calculated CFD pressure time histories at simulated

microphone positions for a rotor undergoing BVI were

compared to the experimentally measured acoustics data

for eight test cases. The computational results were

found to match the general trends very well, capturing

waveshapes and slopes accurately. However, the CFD
model consistently overpredicted the peak-to-peak

amplitudes in the experiment. The input of a reduced
vortex strength from more recent references reduced the

amount of overprediction, but a significant error still
existed. There was also an occasional small phase shift

observed between the computational and experimental

data, but this difference was determined to be within the

bounds of experimental uncertainty and unimportant to
the acoustics of the BVI.

Additional CFD calculations were made to study thick-

ness effects, the effect of vortex strength and Newton
sub-iterations on the CFD results and the effect of

directionality. Thickness effects were found to obscure
BVI characteristics and were therefore subtracted the

CFD data. Unfortunately, experimental thickness noise

data were not available, and it was not possible to study
the recorded BVI noise without the effect of thickness.

The computational vortex strength related almost linearly
to the calculated BVI peak-to-peak amplitude. In addition,

increased time accuracy was found to be necessary only in

the region of BVI. Also, the effects of directionality were

isolated by using CFD to investigate microphone loca-

tions that were equidistant from the rotor. In Case HI, for

Mti p = 0.6, microphones calculated to have the highest
peak-to-peak pressure amplitude were at 60 deg below the

rotor plane, as measured from the rotor quarter-chord, and

23 and 33 deg below the rotor plane, as measured from
the hub.
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5 Summary and Conclusions

5.1 Summary

This report has provided a detailed comparison of the

ARC 80- by 120-Foot Subsonic Wind Tunnel near-field

microphone data with CFD calculations for a quantitative

evaluation of predicted BVI acoustics. The experiment
was tailored to control the parameters affecting BVI noise

and offered a simplified flow environment that CFD could

simulate. The purely CFD method offered one of the first

off-surface predictions for comparison. The results show

excellent qualitative comparison, but quantitatively, there

is an overprediction in amplitude and a phase shift in
some cases.

There are several sources of uncertainty that could have

contributed to this disagreement. The "free" vortex

strength and structure, although measured on the same
wing previously, was not directly measured in this

experiment. Therefore, it is possible that the strength and

structure could have been slightly different than previ-

ously measured, and this could affect the results. It was
also noted that the CFD assumes the vortex location is

constant, whereas in the experiment, the vortex would

most likely follow a streamline, slightly changing its miss

distance relative to the blade. Therefore, a likely cause for

discrepancies between the experiment and CFD could be

deficiencies in the vortex modeling and trajectory used in

the CFD computations.

5.2 Conclusions

The following conclusions have been made:

1. Near-field thickness effects can obscure the true

BVI noise signature and should be removed from both

experimental and computational data in order to more

completely isolate the BVI noise.

2. A reduction in the nondimensional vortex strength
from 0.406 to McAlister and Takahashi's recommended

value of 0.35 in the computational model reduced the
peak-to-peak amplitudes by 15 percent. This reduced the

original 30 percent (2.4 dB) overprediction to a 15 percent
(1.2 dB) overprediction. The algebraic vortex model used

in the code could also be a source of the amplitude error.

3. The occasional phase difference between the CFD

predictions and experiment is believed to be a result of the

parallel interaction occurring at the leading edge of the

blade as opposed to the l/4-chord as assumed in the CFD
calculations.

4. This work has demonstrated that a purely CFD

method could be used to investigate the initial propagation
and noise from an interaction of an isolated vortex with a

rotor blade. The computed CFD solution provides a rich
numerical database for examining the initial development

and propagation of BVI noise.
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Appendix A

Computational Fluid Dynamics Model





Governing Equation

The Cartesian coordinate system (x, y, z, and t) is attached

to the inertial frame, and the corresponding velocity com-

ponents are u, v, w, and t is time. Pressure, density, and

total energy per unit volume are represented as p, P, and e,

respectively. The three-dimensional (3-D), unsteady Euler

equations and the energy equation are in the time-

dependent curvilinear coordinate system:

= _(x,y,z,t)

rl = rl(x,y,z,t)
(A.I)

_ = _(x,y,z,t)

"l:=t

The conservation law form of the Euler equations in the

curvilinear coordinate system is:

3E 3F 0 (A.2)

where Q is the conserved quantities:

-p

pu
1

Q=_ pv

p_

e

and E, F, and G are the inviscid fluxes:

pU

puU+{xP

=--1 pvU+_ F= _1
E J yp , j

pwU + _z p

U(e + p)- _t p

pW

puW+_xP

I pvW+_ypG=i

pwW + _z p

W(e + p) - _t r

pV

puV+lqxp

pvV + rlyp

pwV + rlz p

V(e + p)- rltP

The Jacobian of the transformation, J, is defined as:

(A.3)

(A.4)

J = O(_, rl, ;)
a(×,y,z)

j:lx  y z 
(A.5)

and U, V, and W are the contravariant velocities:

U =_xU+_yV+_zW+_t

V = rlxU + rlyV + rlzW + 1"1t (A.6)

W = _xU+_yV+_zW+_t

The equation of state is:

p = (7-1){e-2P--(u 2 +v 2 +w2)} (A.7)

Numerical Algorithm

The Transonic Unsteady Rotor Navier-Stokes (TURNS)

algorithm is based on an upwind-biased, flux-difference
scheme for evaluation of the inviscid fluxes. The upwind-

ing, originally developed by Roe (ref. 48), eliminates the

addition of explicit numerical dissipation. The van Leer

Monotone Upstream-centered Scheme for the Conserva-

tion Laws (MUSCL) (ref. 49) approach is used to obtain

higher order accuracy with flux limiters on the right hand

side of the equation. The Lower-Upper-Symmetric Gauss-

Seidel (LU-SGS) scheme (ref. 50) is used for the implicit

operator on the left hand side. These features provide high

order accuracy and make the code computationally
efficient and robust.

Space Differencing

The space-discretized form of the differential Euler

equations [eq. (A.2)] is:

aQ_ EJ+ I/2 - EJ- 1//2 Fk+ 1//2- Fk- 1//2

a, At an
(A.8)

at

where i, j, and k correspond to the {, rl, and _ coordinate

directions, respectively. Roe-upwinding is applied to the

numerical flux terms to create a locally one-dimensional

(l-D) form. For example, in the _ direction, the flux at an
interface is found to be:
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+LOR

(A.9)

where A is the Roe-averaged flux Jacobian matrix and

QL and QR are the left- and right-hand variables. Equa-
tion (A. 10) describes the Roe-averaged variables and fig-

ure A. 1 is an illustration of the E flux space differencing:

P = "]-_P R

O.f_-u L + p_p-R-UR

u= &EL-+

(A.IO)p_v L + p.f_-v R

v= p4;£

@f_-w L + paj-_-w R

w= p4 + p4ff

0

j-1

E j-1/2 Ej+I/2

j j+l

Figure A. 1 Schematic of left- and right-flow variables.

A, B, and C are defined similarly by:

3E 3F 3G (A.11)
A-_-_, B---_-_, C- =3Q

A construction of higher order schemes, known as the

Monotone Upper Symmetric Conservation Law

(MUSCL) scheme (ref. 49), is used for increased

accuracy. The higher-order schemes are constructed from

a one-parameter family of interpolations for the primitive

variables p, p, u, v, and w. For example, the left- and

right-state variables for p are:

PL = {1 +-_[(1 - _:)V + (1 + K)A]}pj

(A.12)

PR = --_7-_ [(1 + _¢)V + (1- _)A]}pj+ 1

where A and V are backward and forward difference

operators, 1,:is a parameter that controls the construction

of higher-order differencing schemes (i.e., _ = 1/3

constructs a third-order scheme) and _ is a limiter. The

limiter is calculated by using Koren's differentiable

limiter (ref. 51). For p, this is given by:

3VpjApj + g
(A.13)

- + 3VpjApj + E

where g is a small constant (10 -6) to prevent division by
zero.

Time Discretization and Implicit
Formulation

Now that the flux and space differencing are defined, the

time is discretized. An implicit formulation is used in

order to allow for time steps based on accuracy, not

stability. The fluxes, therefore, are evaluated at n + 1 and
a backwards difference is used for the time discretization.

Q is defined with the flux factors being evaluated in time
atn+ 1:

Qn+l_Qn_ E n+l _n+l_G_+ 1Ax { - t, rl (A. 14)

The fluxes at time n + 1 are not known and so are

linearized about time n:

E n+l =E(Qn+I/=En+(Qn+I _n'x/_E'_n+o(Ax 2)

(A.15)

therefore, the derivative of the fluxes can be written as:

En+l=En [ 3E)_ _ oQ ( )
+ -g--A-AQ +O AZ2

(A.16)

En+l =En ( )
Ax 2

% + (AAQ){ + O
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whichleadsto:

+A_An[I ( _+B_+C_)I(Qn+I-Qn)

wheretheterminbrackets,[ ],canbeexpandedby
applyingflux-splittingthatis firstorderinspace:

+ A+
_Aj,k,1- "-j-l,k,l +

C + _C +
I + A_]4 j,k,1 j,k,l-1

B + _ B +
j,k,1 j,k-l,1

An

Aj+l,k,1 - Aj,k,l

(A.17)

(A.18)

Bj-_k+l,1- Bj-_k,1 Cj'_k,,+l - Cj-_k,l

+ An + A_

Since this matrix is too difficult (or expensive) to invert

directly, approximate factorization is used. The matrix can
be written as:

(D + L + U)AQ n = AxRHS (A.19)

where Q are the conserved quantities, the right-hand side

(RHS) represents the discretized steady-state terms
described in equation (A.9), A'_ is the time step, and n

refers to the current time. D implies a matrix with values

only on the diagonal, L implies values only in the lower

comer, and U corresponds to values only in the upper
comer. The addition of matrices D, L, and U, that is

D + L + U, is illustrated in figure A.2

DUUi]L D U

L L D

L L L

Figure A.2 Illustration of pattern of matrices.

We can rearrange the matrices and apply factorization as
follows:

(D+L+U)=D(I+D-IL+D-1U)

_=_D(I + D-IL)(I+D+Iu I (A.20)

= (D + L)D -I (D + U)

to obtain the first order time accurate scheme described

as:

(D + L)D -1 (D + U)aQ n = - AzRHS n (A.21)

Thus, the Lower-Diagonal-Upper factorization used can

be regarded as a symmetric Gauss-Seidel relaxation

method (ref. 50) and is defined as:

D+ L = I - AxA- j,k,I + AxV_A+ -A_B- j,k,1

V +-AzC-] +AxV_C ++ Ax riB j,k,l

1-1
j,k,1

+ AxA_A- + A'cB+D+ U = I+ A'_A+ j,kI j,k,l

+ AXArlB- - AxC+ j,k I+ AxA_C-

(A.22)

where A_:is the time step, and A and V represent forward

and backward difference operators (A_ = Arl = A_ = 1).

To make the scheme computationally more efficient,

spectral radius is used to approximate the matrices. For

example, the split A matrix, on the LHS, is:

A+ = 1//2(A+ IO_) ' A- = 1//2(A- IO_) (A.23>

where

C_ = (]U[+ ar_)(l + a),_ = 0.01, and V, = _]_2x + _2y+ _2

This simplification makes the D matrix have values only
on its diagonal and simplifies its inverse, D -1, to that of

inverting only a scalar:

D -1 = Ill+A,c(o_ +o.q + cy_)l -I (A.24)
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Newton Sub-iterations

For unsteady computations, the first order backwards

difference in time is combined with Newton type sub-

iterations. This reduces the factorization and linearization

errors associated with the implicit scheme, the effects of

explicit boundary conditions, and restores the full spatial

accuracy of the right hand side. P denotes the Newton

sub-iteration number in the equation:

QP _Qn P - EP_I/2Ej+I/2
+

At At
= -A't

P PFi+1,2-F _I/2 C1 +I,2-G -1,2
4 +

An At

where QP is an iterative approximation to Qn+l. For the

first iteration, P = 0, so QP = Qn and reverts to the con-

ventional non-iterative scheme. When enough iterations

of P are used, QP+I = QP = Qn+l and so the solution

approaches solving the equation:

Qn+l_Qn t_E_+I+F_+I+G_+I=0 (A.26)
AX

which is first order accurate in time with no factorization

or linearization errors.

(A.25)

Newton Sub-iterations Second Order in Time

The TURNS code uses Newton sub-iterations to reduce

linearization and factorization errors. The mathematics of

the sub-iterations second order in time is described here.

A second order accurate in time solution is given by:

3 An+l + 1 _n-I

_Q -2Q n _Q + E_+I + F_+I + G_+l = 0
A'_

(A.27)

where linearization gives:

E n+l =En+(Q n+l_Qn)An

Fn+I=Fn+(Q n+l_Qn)Bn

G n+l =Gn +(Qn+l _Qn)C n

Thus:

I31 + A_z(A_ + B_] + C_)I(Qn+I _Qn)

(_±Qn

=-Ax[ 2 Az+lQn-I E_ +F_ +G_

This is modified to:

[i + 2 A_(A_ + B_] + C_)t(Qn+I _Qn)

1Q°-1
--Q +-

After applying flux-splitting, factorization and Newton

sub-iterations:

+ oo_l

(A.28)

(A.29)

(A.30)

(A.31)
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Appendix B

Comparison of Experimental and Computational Results
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